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INTRODUCTION

Thips workbook is designed for use in a workshop or independently 1y

a college or university group organized to revise a faculty evaluation

system. We presume that, unless the particular institution was organized

yesterday, some form of evaluation already exists. It may not be satis-

factory or it may be quite good, needing only slight revision. You may

find the individual chapters, forms and appendices that follow more or

less helpful. We trust that you will make judgments about how muc time

you need to spend on each section and what issues are mo ical for

your setting.

We have written this workbook primarily for faculty and adminis-

trators who will be making decisions *bout the design and implementation

of an'evaluation system. Many colleges and universities are discovering

a need for more formal evaluation, greater emphasis on institutional

rather than individual professional needs.and public accountability of

those who ke personnel decisions. Some of the factors that demand

better eval tion systems ig.re unfortunate: lessened faculty mobility,

enrollment creases and financial stringency. Other signs are more

encourring: an interest in more humane and fair reward systems and the

increasing popularity of practical and effective faculty development

programs. Hopefully, your system will be revised both because it needs

tc be and because you believe the institution will be a happier and more

productive place to work with a better. evaluation program.

The workbook is divided into chapters which outline sequential

steps to making decisions about a system foi faculty evaluation. Following
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each chapter is a series of questions to be answered by a group within a

college or university before proceeding to the next stage. These questions

may serve as the backbone of a weekend workshop on faculty evaluation or

may be used throughout the process of revising a faculty evaluation

system.

The authors of this workbook make some basic assumptions about

evaluation. We believe:that the evaluation system must be compatible

with the formally stated college mission and the operational style of

the institution. We assert that there should be public discussion of the

philosophy'and purposes of evaluation. We believe that evaluation systems

need to be both thorough and sensitive, but also easy to maintain. We

believe .that those who are to be evaluated must be involved in the

design, implementation and review of the process. We think that everyone

who is served by faculty should have a hand in evaluation -- students,

of course, but also colleagues, the administration and significant

others, perhaps including Trustees and some people who are external to

the institution. On the other hand, we think there is no need and little

Justification for proceeding as though no one else had ever addressed

the evaluation problem before. Any system must fit-your peculiar situ-

ation; it shodld also be based on the best- research and development that

has gone on elsewhere. Finally, because evaluation is such a complex

process, we think that no one approach or method is perfect or adequate.

11)

Multiple sources of data and a variety of approaches to making evaluation

decisions are the. greatest safeguard in designing an effective system.

Based on the literature and our awn experiences, we have tried to

suggest.an orderly process for reviewing and revising a faculty evaluation

system. We have-consciously skipped over issues that do not seem to us



to be at the center of the review process. However, we recognize that

some of these popular topics will need to be discussed in any workshop

or by any group which approaches evaluation redesign. Therefore, in the

appendices we have included sections on student rating instruments,

differential weighting of faculty activities and growth contracts. As

these issues arise, the appendices may prove to be helpful guides for

discussion. However, these topics themselves are not as;critical as is

an orderly review of the process:of revising an evaluation system. They

are merely elaborations on techniques that may need to be considered.

We do not presume that any group proceeding through this workbook

will .end up with an evaluation system proposal identical to that produced

by any other group. But the differences should reflect the differences

between institutions, not a lack of consideration of generic issues.'

Completion of this workbook and the redesign 'of a system should be seen

as one stage in the development of an evaluation process. Continual

review and revision is what will keep the evaluation system alive and

Joan North
Director of Faculty and Staff Development
Small College Consortium
Washington, D.C.

Stephen Scholl
Dean of Educational Services
Ohio Wesleyan University
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REVIEWING AN EVALUATION SYSTEM

A helpful approach to revising an existing faculty evaluation

process is to assume and act aa if you are beginning from scratch. Ask

betic questions, auChas: Who is asking for faculty evaluation? Who will

want to see the results of evaluation? Who id interested in the process?

The initiatives to review a program (or begin one in the case where none

exists) may emanate from existing representative groups, such as faculty,

students, the administration, even parents, trustees or legislators. Who

'Is interested and who they represent are important issues. If there is

not some agreement among s significant set of groups that something
e

needs to be done or-changed, there is little point in proceeding any

further.

Once the decision to review has been made, the process of revising

an evaluation program can be divided into phases focusing in turn on

study, adoption, implementation, evaluation and review once again. In

this chapter we will focus most of our attention on the study phase.

Study Phase

The formation of a well-structured study group is critical. It

should be neither too small nor too large;-six-to-nine participants is

workable. Although those to be evaluated must be the most significant

participants, at least three constituencies are usually needed in a

typical college or university -- faculty, administration and students.

Sometimes members of an institution's. governing board may also be

intereste&in working with this group.



The study group's objectives should include high visibility, open

and broad communttion, credibility (who is on the committee and how

they are selected are the most important initial factors in establishing

credibility), the gathering of extensive data and thorough understanding

(reading, workshops, etc.) of important evaluation issues.

Most study groups work more effectively if they use a standard

group problem-solving process.' The following is a typical process:

1. Define and get agreement within the group on the problem (spend

sufficient time at this stage or all that follows will be ineffi-

cient).

2. Set goals (statements that are the reverse of the identified prob-

lem) -- what should the situation be when the process is completed?

3. Develop and consider several alternative solutions, including,

perhaps, maintenance of the status quo.

4. Analyze the forces for and against change (technically, "force-

field analysis") on paper and concentrate attention on forces that

resist change rather than those which promote change (the latter

are already on your side).

For more detailed guidance on group problem solving see William Morris
and Marshall Sashkin, "Phases of Integrated Problem Solving," in Pfeifer
and Joneelfeds., The 1978 Annual Handbook for Group Facilitators
(La Jolla, Cal.: University Associates, Inc., 1978), pp. 105-116. For
alternate techniques, see Arthur Chickering, et al, Developing the
College Curriculum, Appendix C ("Planning Tools"), (Washington, D.C.:
Council for the Advancement of Small Colleges, 1977), 279-290:



5. Plan a strategy, including suggestions regarding whatto do, by

whom and when. Put the strategy in draft form and distribute is

aadng the major constituencies of the institution, perhaps sepa-

rating substantive issues from concerns with the evaluation process.

6. Provide for at least one public campus discussion of revision

proposals at this "draft" stage. At such n -t-ing strategy itself

is important -- for,imstance, a good visua. model, such as an over-

head projection or large chart focuses the attention of the group

up front, together, and indicates a common search for solutions

rather than tangential critiques of minor aspects of the process.

7. Make recommendations, incorporating suggestions from the campus

meeting and including means for periodic revision of the system.

Any small group that is charged, with wrestling through the problems

of evaluation is likely to face some tensions in its own func*t_ning.

)The g\is in the spotlight; it must produce recommendations tat

directly impact on the livelihood and well being oz 'nary people. Further,

academic Committees are not famous for efficiency, teamwork or decisive

action. So the study group ought to attend to its internal prococs of

decision-making and taking action. Technical advice abounds on small-

group'effectiveness.
2
At minimum, the group should begin by deciding how

2:
Some examples Of straightforward primers on effective small group work
ace: "Decision-Making," in William'Bergquist and Steven Phillips, A
Handbook for Faculty Development, Vol. I (Washington, D.C.: Council
for the Advancement of Small Colleges, 1975), pp. 157 -164;. and Andre
Delbecq, Andrew H. Van de Ven and David H. Gustafson, Group Techniques
for Program Planning (Glenview, Ill.: Scott, Foresman and Co., 1975).



to decide (voting, consensus, or some interactive process) apd how t'o

.act (by delegation through a staff, by

chairperson, etc.).

The entire study and recommendation process will take about five-

to-nine months under normal circumstances, with implementation usually

sharing assignments, through a

coming in the following academic year. It the study process itself takes

. more than a single academic year, energy for the issue tends to wane and

people begin to believe that nothing will happen. A fairly tight time

schedule, with special meetings for discussion of the revision of the

evaluation program, is much to be desired.

There are several common sense details to be observed during the

study process. For instance, it is wise for the study group to share its

thoughts with smaller groups of faculty informally prior to circulating

a general draft proposal and having a large campus meeting. It is usually

advisable not to have the general campus meeting at a regular faculty

meeting, to avoid the notion that an early decision is going to be

forced and in order to ha it truly perceived as a time for study and

suggestions rather than legislation. It is important that the full study

group participate in any campus meetings to show general support for the

proposals and to be available to answer any specific suggestions that

may represent differing perspectives. Such participation continues to

enhance credibility for the study process.

Other Phases

During the adoption phase those to be evaluated, the faculty,

should be able to thoroughly analyze recommendations and formally accept

ownership of the evaluation system. If they cannot be convinced that

lL
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this is the best way to' go for them, it is better to revice recommend

..

tions than to force 'an unacceptable program. During the implementation
:.,.:,

phase,: the critical element is-a smoothly functioning process that is

perceived as thorough and yet does not take so much time that it becomes

burdensome. Again, careful planning and execution are important. The

evaluation phase is an obvious tribute to a belief in evaluation of all

important enterprises in the institution. There is always something that

can be improved in any process. Finally, it simply must be assumed that

any new prOgram may in turn be revised again, so building in a timeHfor

formal review is only good planning.

1:n1'o= 1, which follows, are a series of questions pertaining to

the creation of the study process-The answers to these questions should

provide you wifh the basic action planning design for reviewing faculty

evaluations.



FORM 1

Determining the Study Process-.

1. Who initiated this review?

a..

2.' Who will the atudy.group-be? How is it to be chosen? What groups
and how many from each group are to be representative?

3. To whom is the study group responsible't

4. Haw will the study group keep the faculty informed?

v.

5. Haw will the study group operate in making decisions and taking
action?



6. How will a final decision to adopt and implement a revised evalu-
atlon process be madeT-

4
7. (What is the general list of activities for the study and xecommen-

dation process?'

f

8. Chart the important steps to be used in the study process; give
'c'ompletion deadlines.

9. Consider using this completed work sheet'for a check on-the process
midway through'.the study (especially .just prior to any general
.campus meeting called to review draft recommendations). The study
group should ask itself: Eas.anything changed since we began? Are
we on schedule?.1f. there are revisions or prOblems'in the process,_
are they being-appropriately dealt with? Are we funttioning effec-
tively as."a_group? Finally, review this sheet*) just prior topropoS--
tag- a revised evaluation process for adoption. Ask the same questions
that were asked at the midpoint. Checking the process in this way

. -
can'prevent unfortunate surprises' at critical stages.



EVALUATION PHILOSOPHY MD THE NATURE OF THE COLLEGE

Although few people pause to examine an evfluation -philosophy, the

consideration is helpful for ensuring' congruence between evaluation

practices and the nature of a particular institution. If the system of

evaluation is incompatible with the college mission an4style, it will

not be operational. Imagine, fopr instance, the difficulties for a =all,.

college which emphasizes community and individual growth for its faculty

and students while it employs a competitive; comparative evaluation

system.

This chapter outlines four generalized evaluation philosophies. The'

approaches overlap and they are admittedly ideal types. Discussion of

these types may help to clarify a study group's philosophical approach

to-the. problem. The next chapter willfocus on more specific purposes or

functions of evaluation.

1.. Summative comparison with other faculty. Comparisons can be made

within the college, within a department, with faculty nationally,

within a.discipline-nationally, with faculty of the same rank,, or

with faculty having similar .clsses in the school or nationally.

Most faculty evaluation systems have traditionally relied on such

comparisons and resembled periodic "exams", with the tenure decision

perceived as the "final". It is undetstandable that the faculty

member should ask, "With whom am I .being compared, and are there

any differences in durofituations which may work against me?"

Summative comparisons often employ quantification, but this approach

does not require .it,.



Advantages: It Ls sometimes easier to judge people in

comparison to other people than to measure them agalist an

ideal too often not. clearly defined, such as "effective,

teaching." So, this approach can provide relatively objective

comparisons and can help tomake difficult administrative

decisions: by relying on differences betWeen performance and.

-production of various individuals. When resources are scarce,

there can be a-ranked list.of people'to be-rewarded, proMoted
. -

or dismissed. One ends up with the-cream of the'crop.

Disadvantages: The discrimination between individuals may.

appear to be so slight that decisions are not defensible.
./.

There is certainty only about who are the best and worst
4 . .

faduity. This type of summative eValuation generally comes at
, .

.

the end of a semester or' yearand the burden of proof'iS on

the instructor. Individuals may be compared to inappropriate

groups, for example, to someone in an institution with more

support for research or to someone with smaller-classes in a

more popular subject. The approach forces a ranking, and

implies that some faculty must be performing poorly even if

the differences are slight. The bell curve is not always

appropriate,

2. Criterion-based evaluation. This philosophy assumes that there is

an ideaLstaadfrd or a set of basic criteria against which-faculty

are judged. When the criteria are explicit, they may include a

f xed number of publications or. a -certain on-sluden't evalu--

ations or-otfier.performance measures. Often, however, the_ideal is

only implicit in personnel decisions and.not explicitly publicized.

r



The "ideal standard" may be a "Ar. Chips" type, the internationally

renowned scholar, or the unofficial composite of favored tenured .

professors.

.

Advantages: If.used explicitly, this:philosophy promots.
.

-discussion abour'ideals or criteria which may result in useful

institutional standards and can, therefore, provide for quality

control. Explicit criteria also provide clear guidelines for

faculty whq are able and willing to mold their behavior to fit

the standard%

Disadv es: This philosophy may limit tolerance for

Individual differences.-The philosophy may lead to-a trait

approadh to evaluation, rather than lookingat behavior or

student. learning outcomes. Thus it may have a tendency to

promote "looking right" and effuiive game-playing. If, on the

otIrr hand, the criteria are not explicit,

.evaluated on evidence about whfch they are

faculty may be

A C
ignorant.

3.. Developmental or formative evaluation for growth. This approach

j

.emphasizes the individual and personalgrowth, rather than a.

relative ranking:compared to others or to an ideal standard. A.

"growth plan" philosophy implies that everyone can and should

improve in'performance and the change, rather than the relative

Strength, is what is rewarded. Colleges recruit good faculty who

show promise of continued growth. Faculty should understand clearly

and accept what needs to be done during_ the evaluation period.

Advantages: Comparison is with oneself and is related.

directly to one's professional growth. Evaluation frequently

begins at the start of a semester, year or several-year period
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allowing time tochange and improve. This approach may stimulate

more productive effort than the summativi comparative approach

awl may pioduce morc'behsvior_change. Development and evaluation
--

may be combined in thi-s api4oacht Multiple sources of data are

clearly .required. The process is highly individualized.

Disadvantages: Developmental evaluation takes more time

because each person must be dealt with at length', although not

necessarily every term or year. If an individual's' personal

growth plan is to benefit the department or college, consider-

able customizing and planning are needed early in the process.

It may be difficult to establish and-maintain equitable in-

dividual expectations across an entire institution: Even with

improvement, a perSon may still be performing so poorly that,

the college wishes to terminate him, but the developmental

approach has.not been.used often to support disMissal. There

can be an implied "contractual" obligation to retain everyone,

though institutional needs may change during the period of

evaluation.

Objectives -based evaluation. This approach is borrowed from the

military and business world, where it is usually labeled "Manage-:

mgnt by Objectives". This philosophy holds that the creation of

annual-individual measurable objectives will lead to explicit

-results. To be effective, the entire inst \tution must be,involved,

from top to bottom.,This philosophy essentially suggests a contract

'approach that "if fulfilled, results in -some individual reward."

The usual difference between this philosop'by and the development

approach isothat the objectives established for indivi4uals are
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based primarily on the institution's needs, not the individual's.

D
Results, rather than process, are most ,valued.

Advantages: This philosophy clearly establishes the

primacy' of the institution over individuals within the college.
,

It requires that indivi

e
uals agree on institutional objectives

and their awn responsi ilities for helping to achieve them. It

forces the college to be leer about its objectives. It is

systematic, reasonably pre ictalide and may provide a unifying

force within the institution.

Disadvantages: This philosophy Cnvolves the creation of

periodic goal-setting and review sessions with all college.

personnel. Thus, it is 4me=consuming. Because-this approach

so much tied to institutional objectives, it may ignore

individual needs or stifle creativity. Also, it may not be

possible to objectify the most valued goals of institutional

or individual life. Not every faculty acti

from the college mission statement.

can be derived

The form following this chapter asks you to choose which evaluation

philosophy most closely matches your institution:
V.
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FORM 2

Evaluation Philosophy and the College Ifission

_COnsider your college's uckfsion (formally stated), general rating ,

Style and attitude.towardeople. Based on what you perceive, 1 ct the
teValtiation..philosophy, which you. believe should be most appropriate for
lroinclualege, and explain why yO;717ellive it fits. Suggest any important
modifications in the approach which might be necessary.

1. Effective faculty evaluation compares a person's performance with
)others" performance to-determine who is performing better at critical'.
junctUres (summative comparisons).

2. Effective evaluation measures a person's performance against specific
criteria or an ideal standard (criterion-based evaluation).

3. Effective faculty evaluation measures a person's improvement in
performance periodically (developmental/formative evaluation).

4

ono

2 wr



4. Effective evaluation measures regularly the results a person achieves-
agairist predetermined objectives (objectives -based evaluation)':

-5. Other.

2 k:

4
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PURPOSES OF FACULTY EVALUAT1O

No matter what the institutional philosioph most evaluations hi4e

at least two implicit purposes -- to make judgments about an activity so

it may be_ appropriately valued and rewards may be distributed, and to

improve the activity itself. One of the basic problems about faculty

evalisation systems is confusion about using evaluat on for personnel

li*decisions and/or for faculty development. While eval tion data is

almost always used for personnel decisions, the types of information

gathered may be more appropriate for developmental purposes. For instance,

many student evaluatiOns of instruction contain detailed questions about

specific teacher behaviors as.well as summary statements about the

overall effectiveness of A faculty member and a course. Probably only

the summary statements about the teacher are useful in making key per-
.

sonnei decisions, while the detailed observations

litscriptions of the course can be better used eor

of behavior and

improving teaching

practices. Further, it is often forgotten that within a particular

institution there are usually at least'two-classes of faculty -- the

tenured and the untenured. Evaluation philoso?hy is likely to. differ in

the-eyei; of those two claises if the purposes and-assumptions about the

consequences of evaluation differ. Even if all members of the faculty

participate in the same evaluation system, the ultimate consequences of

a poor or an outstanding evaluation are likely to be substantially

different for tenured and untenured members. Hence, there are differences

in perceived purposes. Sorting out these issues and the kind of data

tt.

4,
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needed illustrate why an early concern in revising the evaluation

process-must have to do with defining the'purpOses of the evaluation. .

The question of whether a singlerfaculty evaluat system can
'

serve-both-personnel-decision-making and factlty development needs to be

resolved. One current view is that it is necessary to separate the two

functions into separate evaluation processes. While most would agree

that in some ideal conditions both functions ought to be combined and be

mutually supp9rtive, such combination can be'very difficult to accom-

plish because of the different purposes being served. For personnel

decisicamparisons are often made, usually across campus and usually

using comparative data to help make diffiCult decisions that result in

significant rewards or punishments. A primary goal of such a system is

to be perceived as fair and legally defensible. 'Evaluation for develop-

ment is more frequently based on measuring change in individual per-
*

formance and is most often voluntary rather than compulsory. Change is

often most rapid when a faculty member discovers that something he or

she thought was going well turns out to be perceived by others as an

area needing improvement. To discover this requires taking risks in

evaluation. Assessment for development needs to encourage experimentation

and be tolerant of failure. If the same evaluation system and the same

instruments are used for both personnel decision-making and development,

voluntary risk-taking and experimentation are less likely to be forth-
.

coming.

Admitting these practical diffiCulties, it is sometimes argued that

the separation of personnel decision- making from de'velopment weakens

both activities. Even if it is not possible to bring both functions

together in a single, integrated. system, it may be desirable to bring
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them closer together. Will faculty. pursue development activities in a

system totally segregated from the persoinel reward structure? Though.

faculty probably improve their performance primarily because of an

intrinsic drive for excellence and professional pride, external rein-

forcemint for improvement must not be overlooked. Some claim that in a

piogram of faculty development separated from the reward structure the

only teachers who participate are those who need development least.

There are ways to utilize developmental evaluation during lengthy

periods (two-to-three years?) of professional growth and then review

th&se evaluations for personnel decision-making only when key decisions

must be made, thus meshing the two systems fairly effectively. Different

people in the-faculty and administration may be concentrating their

efforts on development or the personnel system, but they should have

means of communicating with and supporting each other while still main-

taining a sense of fairness in the process.

Beyond the basic functions of personnel decisions and professional

improvement, faculty evaluation may serve additional explicit or implicit

goals. Accrediting agencies often require explicit forms of evaluation.

Students want to have influence in evaluating teachers, and they want

information'about courses and teaching styles that go beyond catalog

descriptions. Sometimes an evaluation is used just to provide a facade

of objective accountability.

The next exercise should help the study group clarify the single or

multiple purposes evaluation is to fulfill. The philosophy of evaluation

discussed in the previous chapter should provide the basic approach to.

serving theie varied purposes, but it does not necessarily determine

which functions will be served.
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FORM 3

Purposes of Faculty EvalUation

Chooite. one or more of the following .options. If more than one option is
chosen, rank your *Choices 'in terms- of primacy of purpose.

1. To provide comparative data about faculty pekformance upon
which personnel decisions will be made.

2. To provide data on an individual faculty member's
performance (not compared to others) upon which
personnel decisions will be made.

3. To provide comparative data about faculty performance
whiAlrwill provide a baiis to motivate individuals to
improve their performance..

4. To provide data on an individual faculty member's
performOnce (not compared to others) from which
individual faculty members will be motivated to

5. To es base-line data about an individual's
performaa against which the individual's growth and
development will be evaluated for personnel decisions.

6. To provide information for college -wide faculty develop-
ment efforts.

7. To give students a means of registering their views on
faculty performance.

8. To provide students with consumer information for course
choice.

9. To conform with accreditation requirements.

10. To inform the institutional governing board of the
quality of faculty performance.

11. To provide data to move from an arbitrary or intuitive
personnel system to an information-based system.

12. To eliminate undesirable or unproductive faculty members.

13. To reward and advance the most desirable and productive
faculty members.

14. Other purpose: (fill in your own)
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- V.

IDENTIFYING iith-wEicErmic FACULTY ACTIVITIES

C

Is every faculty member expected to perform every facet of faculty

work equally well? is every faculty member doing the same things, spend-

ing equal time and effort doing them? Not likely, nor is it likely that'
. .

any institution would wish it so.

Faculty activities most often formally evaluated are teaching and,

for Moselccitleges, sthtagrly or creative production.

a variety of additional functions which are expected

seldom are part of a forma evaluation system. Thus,

The faculty perform

by the college, but

it should be no

wonder that faculty spend little time advising or contribute littli to a

committee in 'preference for other kind's of activities. If the college

places 'a value on faculty activities in addition to teaching, those

activities should be evaluated and rewarded:

Most evaluation systems assign relative weights t9 different ac-

tivities, though often only implicitly and sometimes in esoteric and

dysfunctional ways. Evaluation may be improved by 1) making the relative
. .

value or weight of key activities (such as teaching, research and campus

service) explicit, 2) allowing differential weighting of activities to

maximize rewards foi peculiar strengths among faculty, and 3) allowing a

variety of activities to be evaluatbd and rewarded beyond' the basic g

core. Such variations and refinements are possible no matter which

philosophy of evaluation is followed, though the "summative comparison"

approach, if extreme, will limit the freedoM to use differential weight-

ing.

Form 4 provides'an opportunity.to identify and weight faculty

activities to be evaluated.

2
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lk FORM 4

FACulty Activities to be Evaluated and Weighted

The determination about which activities are rewarded can be made college-
wide, or by department or by individual negotiation. The important
factor is that the faculty understand and accept the list and the rela-
tive value placed on different activities. Below is a list of activities
in which faculty may engage and for which they may be rewarded.

First, check those activities which are/should be evaluated in your
college, then place a percentage rating (or range or percentages) on
those you Checked..Once agreement is reached on this phase, you have the
.beginning of an explicit, weighted evaluation system.

1. Teaching -- general

a. Pedagogic methods

b. , Teaching skill

c. Subject-matter competence

d. Subject-matter difficulty

e. Grading' practices

f: Student learning outcomes

g. Student satisfaction

h. Enrollment in courses

i. Other aspects

j. Other aspects

2. Advising -- general

a. Number of advisees

tb. Advisee retention

c. Advisee job and graduate
placement

d. Advisee satisfaction

e. Other

f. Other

Is Should be
Rewarded Rewarded Weighting

Alm



3. College service -- general

a. Assisting othei faculty

b. Effective participation in
committees

c. Assisting id
,

student recruitment

Is Should be
Rewarded Rewarded 'Weighting

d. Assisting in fund raising

e. Success in grantsmanship

f. Relationships with colleagues

g. Other

h. Other

4. Community service -- general

a. Effective participation in
community affairs

b. Community leadership.

c. Other

5. Professional growth -- general

a. .Degree completion

b. Additional study

c. Professional publications/
research/creative work

d. Participation in professional
meetings

e. Leadership in professional
associations

f. Participation in curriculum/
teaching institutes,

7 workshops

E. Design of dew courses/
curriculum .

eik
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h. Use of new methodologies in
teaching, advising or
research

i. Other

j. Other

"NNW
6. Administrative duties -- general

a. Committee leadership

b. Part-time administrative
assignments'.

,c. Department/divisional chair

d. Other

e. Other

7. Personal traits -- general

Is Should b
Rewarded Rewarded yeighting,

a. Creativity 0

b, Friendliness

c. Religious/moral commitment

d. Cooperativeness

Intelligence

. Loyalty to institution

g. Other

h. , Other

8. Miscellaneous

a. Competing job offers

b. Length.of'service and rank

c. Other -

d. Other
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USING DATA TO SUPPORT EVALUATION

Once activities to be evaluated have been identified and weighted,

it is possible to suggest types of data which might be collected. Gener-
t

, . (

ally; evaluation willbeimore valid and fair if more than one-kind of

evidence is used. The only caveat to be notedbabout using many sources'

of information is that the data must be limited to that which can be
(\

easily collected and analyzed. Make thesystem practical or it-will soon

break down.

Preliminary to. the various forms and systems of gathering observa-

tions and judgments, there is a need'for basic documentation for eyalu,-

ation. You might Consider a kind of archive of regularly collected,

faculty-supplied-or administration-supplied evidence, such as s 1f7
.

reports of activity, syllabi, tests and course Materials, copie of

publications, professional programs and educational and honorific docu-

meats, course enrollment-data, advisee assignment data, placement records

Of students and so an. Mich of this "raw" data might be routinely filed

at convenient intervals well ahead of the scheduled' times for gatherihg

others' views and analyzing the corpus of evidence. The file of such

data should be open -to review by the faculty member.

Since one common denominator among faculty is teaching, it is

probable that one type of evidende will be some kind of student evalu-

ation of teaching. Instruments for this-kind of appraisal abound, many

,

of them useful in a variety of colleges. With the voluminous research on

the validity and reliability of student evaluations, there can
.
be little

..i.
. . ,

excuse for not using well-designed student ratings (for more cm student



'
appraisals, see Appendix.1). But, using only student' evaluations for

evaluating teaching is equally inexcusable. Students are the most re-

liable source of information about a teacher's behavior and their

fractions to it; they are in a poor position to evaluate course content,

the professor's growth over time orother professional activities.

The opinions and observations of colleagues, in the long run, are

often the most critical source of data for personnel decisions-. Obser-

:

vation especially can also be useful for improving perforMance. But

unlike student.rating forma,' peer ratings have not enjoyed as much

attention. from psythometritians or other experts in the evaluation

field. And the formal means of recording data-collected from colleagues

and administrators are likely to more idiosyncratically relate to a

particular college and stage of evaluative system development than our,

student-ratings. It is useful to examine peer rating instruments from

other institutions, but you will probably need to construct your own.

' zForm 5, which follawar',..ideptifies eight types of data which ,might

e

be used to support faculty evaluation. questionnaires/rating instruments

.

. .

, ... .
... .

are usually some form of student or alumni or--colleague evaluation of.

teaching or advising. Self reports are the faculty member's own.reflec-

tion on her progress and activities. This type of data becomes especially

important for the factilty member to have the opportunity to explain her

educational goals or any special circumstances about her. performance.

Direct observation refers primarily to classroom performance observa-

tion, but could also include committee work, advising or other 'faculty

activities. The observation could be by a colleague in a team-taught

course, a student, the dean or other colleagues. Interviews of students,

colleagues, others can provide more detailed and spetific data on an

lap
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individual's performance and impact. Expert opinion from outsiders is

used primarily for judging a faculty member's competence within his

discipline, although it could also be used in other areas. Activity

reports are ways for faculty to document what they are doing or how they

spend time, such as time studies. This data becomes_ crucial for faculty

whose activities are different from the norm, such as those with heavy

advising, committee or project loads. Products-can include syllabi,

tests, publications, papers, committee minutes, art work -- any product

resulting from the individual's professional life. Institutional records

are current and historical' data about those aspects of the institution,

which directly relate to the faculty member's work, such as enrollment

figures"for the individual's classes, attrition rates for his advisees,

student exam performance, or placement history for his students.

Note that several copies of Form 5 are provided to cover each type

of faculty activity to be evaluated; such as advising, teaching, service

or scholarly production. Ydu may need to reproduce copies if your ylst

of-activities is extensive.

,



FORMS

, Data to Support Faculty. .ftaluation

Vie one of these forma for each principal type of activity which will be
evaluated (such as teaching, research, service, etc.). Specify which
types of data are appropriate for evaluating each activity, then check
off which will be required. (presumably a smaller number than those types

.

of data which mIghtbe appropriate), and finally, indicate who is to
supply the data (students in courses, advisees, the person being evalu-
ated, colleagues, depar... I t head, dean, alumni, outside experts, etc.).

Activity to be evaluat

Types of Data

Questionnaires/rating ruments
(specify by students, colle s, etc.)

Self-reports

Direct observation of the activity

Appropriate Required Source of Data

Interviews .of students, colleagues, others

Expert opinion.from outsiders

Activity reports (specify)

Institutional records (enrollment figures:
attrition reports, placement records;
mtudent eism performance, etc.)



FORM 5

Data to Support Faculty Evaluation

_to -
-Vie one of-theae forma for ea fih principal type of activity which will be
evaluated, (puch as teaching, research, service, etc.). Specify which
types of data are appropriate for evaluating each activity, then check
off which will be required (presumably a smaller number than those types
of data which might be appropriate), and finally, indicate who is to
supply the data (students in courses, advisees, the perion being evalu-
ated, colleagues, department head, dean, alumni, outside experts, etc.).

ActilAty to be evaluated:

Types of Data Appropriate Required Source of Data

Questionnaires/rating instruments
(specify by students, colleagues, eec.)

--Se lf--reports,

Direct observation of the activity

t \-

Interviews, of students, colleagues, others

Expert" opinion from outsiders

Ac(ivity reports (specify)

Institutionalf.records (enrollment figures,
attrition reports, placement-records,
student exam performance,. etc :)

160111.1!
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Foot 5

Data to Support Faculty Evaluation'

use one of these fermi- -for each principal type 'of activity which will be
evaluated (such as teaching, research, service, etc.). Specify which
types of data are appropriate for evaluating each activity, then check
off which will be required (presumably a smaller number than those types
of data which might be appropriate), and finally, indicate who is to
supply the data (students in courses, advisees, the person being evalu-
ated, colleagues, department head, dean, alumni, outside experts, etc.).

Activity to be evaluated:

Types of Data Appropriate Required Source of Data

Questionnaires/rating instruments
(specify by students, colleagues, etc.)

1,

Self-reports

Direct observation of the activity

-Interviews of students, colleagues, others

Expert opinion from outsiders

Activity reports (specify)

Institutional records (enrollment figures,.
attrition reports, placement records,
student exam performance, etc.)



FORM 3

Data to Support Faculty Evaluation

-Ahle-comyet these-forgo-for-each iprilieiPaI type of activity which will 1;44
evaluated (such as teaching, research, service, etc.). Specify which
types of data are appropriate for evaluating each activity, than Chock
off which will be required (presumably a smaller number than those types
of data which might be appropriate), and finally, indicate who is to
supply the data (students in courses, advisees, the person being evalu-
ated, colleagues, department head, deem, tumoi, outside experts, etc.).

Activity to be evaluated:

Types of Data

Questionnaires /rating instruments.
(specify by students,, colleagues, etc.)

Self-reports'

Direct observaEion of the activity

Appropriate Required, Source of Data

Interviews of-students, colleagues, others

Expert opinion from o*tsiders

Activity repOrts (specify)

titutional records (enrollment figures,
attrition reports, placement records,
student exam performance, etc.)

4

fir
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VII.
44

SCHEDULE AND- RESPONSIBILITY FOR COLLECTING EVALUATION DATA

Who is going to collect what data, when and how? Decisions about

these issue! can make or break the best evaluation design. If confiden-

tiality and fairness are important (and they always are), the reopen-

bility for practical, well-understood and reasonable means of collecting

evidence must be carefully plann6d, assigned and executed.

Forms 61. and 68 are to be utilized for detailing the responsibility

and calendar for data collection. Again, there are copies of Form 6A for

each major faculty activity. The important point here is that thorough-

ness must be matthed by practical considerations of time and energy, and

the natural rhythms of the academic-year. Form 68 illustrates that it is

important to review these materials to make sure that the burden of work

is well-distributed and well-timed.

Later, when producing instructions for each part of the evaluation

system, be sure'to spell out what is being measured or collected by whom

for What purpose, to whom it is being submitted and-how the data willbe

stored, used and how long it will be kept. These specifications are not

only necessary under the growing pressure of concern about privacy and

protection of individual rights in the storage of personal information;

they are simply fair to the people being evaluated and to those supply-_

ing data.



TOM 6A

Responsibility for Data Collection

Precisely how doe the evaluation system workt Two major details of
implementing an evaludtion system include assigning responsibility for
collecting the data and designating collection times. For each faculty
activity to be evaluated, fill out this form listing the required data
(assume also that faculty may want to add supplemental data), indicate
who is responsible for collecting and reporting this information, when
it will be collected and to Am the data is seat.

=AMR

Activity: Advising.

Data Collected By When To Whom Sent

Advisee evaluation forms Advisor May Department head

Retention rates of advisees Regiscrar January & Department head.
September and dean

Reports from department heads Department head May Dean

Activity:

Dst Collected By When To Whom Sent

Complete this form for as many major activities as you plan to evaluate..

35



POSH 6A

Responsibility for Data Collection

Precisely hoe doe. the evaluation system work? Two major details of
implementing an evaluation system include assigning responsibility for
collecting the data and designating collection times. For each faculty
activity to be evaluated, fill out this form listing the required data
(assume also that faculty may vent to,add supplemental data), indicate
rho is responsible for collecting and reporting this information, when
it vil1 be collected and to whom the data is sent.

EXAMPLE

Activity: Advisint

Data Collected By When To Whom Sent

Advimme evaluation forms Advisor May Department head

Retention rates of advisees Registrar January 6
September

Department head
and dean

Reports from department heads Department head May Dean

110-%

Activity:
>

Data Collected By When To Whose Sent

Complete this form for as many major activities as you plan to evaluate.



tom 6#

Responsibility:for Data Collection

Precisely psi" does the evaluation. system work?.Two_msjor:details of'
'Implementing.an evaluation system include asloftning responsibility for
collecting the-data and designating collection times, For each faculty
activity to be evaluated, fill Outthis form.listingAthe required data
'(assume also that faCillty may want to add suPplementil data), ihdicate
who Is'respOnsible for-Collecting and reporting this. information, when.it will be collected and to whom,the data is sent.

EXAMPLE

r

411.

Advising,

Data Collected By When To Wham Sent
.

_Advisee evaluation forms Advisor }fray Department head.

Retention rates of

. Reports from department heads

Registrar

DepertMent head

January-&
SepteMber,

114k3r

Department head
and dean

Dean

Activity:

Data Collected -By
_

11.

To Whom- Sent

Complete this form for as many major activities as you plan to evaluate.

41



PORK 6A ,

Responsibility.for Data Collection

Precisely how does the evaluation system work? Two major details of
implementing an evaluation. system incl. e 'assigning responsibility fo
collecting theedata and designating ection.times. For'each faculty
activity to be evaluated, fill out, -form listing "the required data
(assume also that faculty may want., add supplemental data), indicate
who is responsible for collecting ifid. , reporting this information, when
it will be collected and to whom the data is sent.

EXAMPLE

Activity: Advising

Data .Collected By : When To Whom Sent

Advisee evaluation forms Advisor.
. May Department head

Retention ratei'.pf:idvisees
. Registrar January &

September
Department head
and dean4

Reports from department heads Department head May Dean

.Activity:

Data Collected By When To Whom Sent

Complete this form for as many major activities as you plan to evaluate.



II. FORM 6$

Annual Calendai of Evaluation Activity

Making an annual 'calendar of activities.willprovide,a display of the
entire evaluation system and an easy review of the=work flow.in the
process. Devise the data for this forMLfrom your complete set of forms 6A.
After you have displayed all the information, you may-want to revise:
this form an&some of.6,A to achieve,a better distribution of work among

, people and the times ofrthe year.

One additional activity is also included in this form: Analysis of the
data and action. Do notunderestiMate the amount of time taken:at this

:stage. For instance,-if an ali-college committee is charged With evalu-
ating all faculty,members.up for tenure and promotion, even in a small
college. they may have to review 25 or 30 people. If a significant amount
of data has been collected, this process consumes an'enormous amount:of
time. Be generous in the amount of-time allowed.

Data
Time. of

--.Collected By -Whom-Sen Analysis &
Decisions

1
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VIII.

,r

INS TRUMEN TS AND PROCEDaeS, ADOPTION, IMPLEMENTATION,
4EVALUATION AND FURTHER REVIEW

. If all of the previous forms have been completed to your satisfac-

tion,.you now_haVe the basic structure of an evaluation system. Your
. .

.

probable next steps are to design specific Instruments and office.pro-

Cedures to implement the system. These details should be worked out

carefully before the system is proposed for, adoption. Such a task is

best done by only a few people. who will present the forms and 'procedures

to the study group for review andrevision. If, forinstance, the*pro-

cedure requires thereview.* 'a variety'of student -rating instruments,
. p' .

.it may take some time to collect the various instrlenttiv and assess,,-

theii.applicability'to your situation. However, some of activity

can take place after the basic system has been adopted if time is a

'critical factor. The important thing to remember isnot to begin using'

any form or procedure before it has been formally reviewed and adopted-

by the critical decision-making body -- usually the full faculty. We

have provided no work form to list instruments and procedures, because

the variations are infinite. But the study group should be 'satisfied

that all details are listed and completed.

Adoption. Be sure to carefully review the entire study process

outlined on Form 1 just piior to adoption to be sure that'allthe.

apprOpriate steps have been followed. If the process -has. been open,.

Suggestions incorporated into the system and sufficient-time.allowed for

discussion, there should belittIe problem having the new system adopted.

Implementation.-The study group might helpfully review_implementa-
./

,----/tion details with those-who are to-administer the system. The first . time
, .

(

44.,



through may require conk,

important to reWembeit.

L24-

le thodifiCation and adjustment. It is

orm the faculty generallyas changes in the

system are being made, even if they are relatively minor. "No surprises"

ilia good:motto for the first year. of-a new evaluation system.

Evaluation and review. As soon as the evaluation system has been

Fun through one complete cycle, some group should report'back to the

entire faculty and appropriate others on how well it has worked. You may

want to give some consideration to how this evaluation of the evaluation

system is to be designed before you begin using the system for the first

time. The design of this study could be very caroplex if resources are..
e

1

eforms and processes

orth. But you may only/

available and you needrto knoir hoW newly -deli

.
are working, whether they are reliable, an

.want to know whether or not facUlty, students and administratorsare

satisfied with the system.

what the criteria for success are.

ther case, you need.to be explicit about

If the new system has been well designed and is clearly, acceptable,

it may run without substantial revision several years. It is more -

likely to run smoothly, however, if a major study is undertaken after

two or three years of use. Even if the conclusion of this review is that

only minor modifications are: necessary, it is well worth doing. No

system will last forever. Part of the.original legislation adopting a

system might very well include a mandated review at some future date.

This will reassure everybne involved (that everything; even the evalu-

ation system, is to be judged on the basis -of merit and not simply

adMinistrative expediency.
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APPEND

USING STUDENT APPRAISAL INSTRUMENTS

Too often the major focus of discussions about f aculty evaluation

is the use of student-evaluations or aPraisal of instruction. It is

hard to imagine a college or university that do es not utilize some kind

of student appraisal of instruction as an essential part of a faculty

evaluation system. But these instruments are only one source of infor-

'nation, and it is unfortunate that their discussion is so highly charged

and political. One good result of all this conversation and concern,

_however, is that there his prObably been more research and development
1

of student-rating ihstrumilts in recant,years than has been lavished on

any other facet of faculty evaluation.
AC

The questionsitost often asked and:researched regarding student

ratinginstrUments are: "Are these instruments reliable ?" and "Are they

.valid ?" In brief, various investigators haveAtiound, that many instruments

are reliable (that is, they are internally consistent and, the results

achieved are stable over time -- or, they accurately measure the same

thing each time they are used).. The validity issue, on the other hand,

may never be'settled. Validity is a measure of whether or not an instru-
/

ment is evaluating what it is supposed to evaluate. If there is little

agreement between researcheri and users about what is supposed'to be

measured by student rating instruments, it ii diificult to produce a

"valid" instrument.

Most people who favor the use of student ratings as an important

component of-an evaluation system claim that they are intended to measure
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student reactions to instruction, and are therefore intrinsically valid.1

Most frequently,-those who oppose the regular use of such instruments

argue that they cannot bevalid because the evidence for effective

teething, is what students, learn, not what

are learning or about what the teacher is

students think about what they

doing.
2

We come down on the

' side of those who claim that'it islimportant to know how students feel

About what they are learning; and to have their reports on What. teachers

are doing when they.teach. It is also possih e td know what students

themselves are dolp4 by thealite of student ratings. We openly admit that

student rating systcms.are notevalid-measures of how much students

learn.-In fict, there is scant evidence that we can satisfactOrily and

easily measure what students learnin a way that is acceptallke to every-

one. Thlit dilemma is one of the majoroiallenges facing educational

researchers today.
.

. ,

Assuming that some kind of siudent'rating instrument will be used,

the following general findings about rating instruments might be helpf 1.

-1! Students are honest and say what they believe (as long as the

instrument is administered in a fair and confidential manner).

2. Students are telling you whit'they perceive. Their perceptions are

as real as yours are, even though they may differ.

.

.1 Wilbert J. McKeachie, "Student Ratings of,InstructiOn," AAUP Bulletin,
55 (1969), 439-444.

2
F.N. Kerli'Ager, "Student Evaluation of

and Society, 99 (1971), 353-356.
University Professors," School

E
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3. Rating instruments tell you whether the instruction beings delivered
,,

meets students' perceived needs-and meshes with their individual
-

learning styles. The more specific the question, the better the

.101formation. For example; if a student, is eked to "tell me three

things to do to improve my instruction," he or she is likely to

tell you some very specific things that, will be helpful to meet

thaestudent's needs. ThoSe things might not be applicable to other

4
students.

4. There is some positive weighting, "halo" effect in ratings

associated with the age and rank of professors (older, tenured

professors tend to receive higher ratings). ThoSe who are experi-

menting with new approaches to teaching (such as a Rogerian discus-
.4

sion technique, of a radically student-centered course design)

expect more negative ratings. Students become'anxious if they.are

on unfamiliar ground. Such ratings should not, of course, discourage

experimentation.
1,

5. There are some items on which the professors generally rate-so

highly that they provide little discrimination among most instruc-

tors. These include statements indicating that the teacher is

friend y enjoys teaching, has a thorough knowledge of the c rse,

seems l4iowledgeable, is enthusiastic, maintains good feelings in

the cla s likes students to disagree and ask questions, and gives

individual attention to students. When someone does not score high

on such items, e should pay attention to these areas. Other ques-

tions are likely to receivd relatively law'ratings Arm most 'students

for most instructors, including questions relating to the use of

audiovisu materials, motivation to take ditional related courses,
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the value of laboratory sessions,,the interest and stimulation of

reading assignmeats and textbooks, and the student's sense that he

Or she is performing up to his or her potential or has gained a

better understanding -of himself/herself through a particular course.

Hence low ratings here are seldom a cause for alarm.
3

6. Students tend to give helpful information that does differentiate

between professors on questions that regard general teaching skill,

classroom interaction, the amount of feedback given to students,

the way discussions are conducted, classroom organization, prepara-

tion, and whether or not the teacher requires a significant amount

of work for the Course. Interestingly, it is usually found that

students,do not reward a professor because he or she is "easy,"

except when the student already has received a grade that is very

different from the one the student expected.

7. Students-do not generally rate the professor in direct correlation

to the grade the student expects to receive in the course. Often,

in fact, students who-do very well are harder on their professors.

than students who do poorly.

.8. The effects of class size, iequired and not required courses,

disciplinary biases and the like can be accommodated by a sensitive

analysis of rating results.The most common Advice is to compare

instructors who teach in similar circumstances with each other. For

3
James Rulik, "Early Responses from The Campus Use of The Instructor --

Designed Questionnaire (IDQ),"' in S.C. Ericksen, "The Lecture," Memo
to the Faculty, 60 (April,'1978), 5.

56
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instance, it is unfair to Compare the ratings of a senior professor

ofitcrobiology,teaching,a research seminar with a junior professor

teaching a required fre-shman English course.'

9. There is some evidence that student evaluation 'prompts improvement
Ir

in teaching, especially when a professor receives ratings that are

lower than he expected on specific items.

. The process of choosing a student appraisal instrument can provide

a fine occasion for discussions about teaching. Since there are many'

/'
well-designed, pr en instruments available, it is wise to consider the

benefits of adopt one of these rat her than creating a new instrument

for your own. campue. Designing good instruments is very time consuming

and may not be worth the effort as compared with a reasonably good

system that .is ready to rum.

Among computer-based systems, there seems to be greater acceptance

by faculty of thOse instruments which allow individual professors to

play some role in customizing the'questionnaire, while maintaining'a

core of common questions thavcan be tompared across departments and

disciplines (see, for example, CAFETWA, IDEA and /AS below).

Below are brief descriptions of,some widely used instruments. They

illustrate some options currently available.

1. ."CAFETERIA" type instruments;

Several years ago the Measurement andResearch Center at-
/

Purdue University developed a course appraisal system called

CAFETERIA. This instrument allows a faculty-member to construct an

individualized instructor and course appraisal consisting of five

"core" items usedi3y all instructors and an additional 35 items
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chosen from a catalog of 200 questions concerning a variety of

course and instructor issues. The results are analyzed by computer,

including responses toil few "instructor-supplied items" "on which

no norms are available. A norm base has been developed for Purdue

University and'also for a set of Indiana Independent Colleges that

provides for comparative percentile scores that are printed on each

professor's report in addition to the median responses to each

item. For more information write Dr. James Derry.
..* .

Today there are eel-Teal other-CAFETER/A-type aystems in use.

The complete CAFETERIA package can be purChased from the Purdue

Veli'Foundation (ready to be mounted on any computer that can

accept a-contemporary version of FORTRAN). Purdue will also process

instruments for some colleges. A "Cadillac" version of CAFETERIA is

available from the Office of Instructional Resources at the Uni-

versity of Illinois at Champaign-Urbana 61801: the Instructor and

Course-Evaluation System (ICES) allows 'a variety of reporting

formats and information for the instructor, a catalog of over 600

items to choose from, and more sophisticated reporting mechanisms.

This system uses only three "core" items: "rate the course content,"

"rate the instructor," and."rate the course in general". Special

items are indicated for teaching situations such as science labors-
.

tories or field trips, and for various interests the teacher may

have, ranging from warmth and concern for students to the effective

use of computers.,

A more simplified version. of the CAFETERIA type is the Instructor-

Designed Questionnaire (IDQ), available for modification by any

'college through the Center for Research on Learning and Teaching
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(CELT), University of Michigan. A description of this system was

published as a Hama to the Faculty by CRLT in 1976, entitled

"Student Reactions to Instruction." That six-page monograph in-

cludes the complete catalog of 153 items that is similar to the one

from Purdue but available without charge and arranged in a somewhat

mote effective manner.

0' The CAFETERIA approach is used at most of -the "Big 10" univer-

sities and a new version for small colleges is being developed by

the Great Lakes Colleges Association faculty Development Program.

All of the CAFETERIA variations are most useful for developmental.

purposes, rather than for summative comparative judgments for

personnel decisions. However, if they are used consistently, over a

long period of time, the "core" items can formA useful basis for

a

'personnel judgments if sensitively analyzed.

2. .Instructional Development, and Effectiveness Assessment .(IDEA).

In recent yeari the IDEA system has been tried by many colleges

,

across the country as a result), of a large Kellogg Foundation"grant

for dissemination administered by the Center for Faculty Evaluation

. and Development at Kirmas State University. This set of instruments

requires that the professor icientify course and learning objectives

and then the students rate their progresS toward these objectives.

The professors are given suggestions about areas of emphasis which

would raise students' responses to various items in the analysis

report. Cost of implementing IDEA is relatively high, but services

from Kansas State University are extensive. Information may be

obtained from the Center for Faculty Evaluation and Development,'

Post Office Box 3000; Manhattan, Kansas 66502.
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3. Student instructional Repqrt.(SIB).

Thiskralatively Abort iniiiument is the oldest available

comeeicial student appraisal. It asks questions about the course

pertaining to teacher-student'relationthips, course ,Oblectives and

organization, lectur es,reading assignments, course difficqlty and

examlnatidne. Additionally, students are asked eboilt _their own

motivation for taking the course aird expected grade. Like the IDEA,

system, coat is relativelf high, but the Educational Testing Service

provides excellent processing service's for-a.caipue not viiling or

equipped.to sot up its. own system. Available from the Educational

Testing Service, Princeton, New Jersey 08540.

4." Teaching Analysis By Students (TABS).

TABS is part of a more Comprehensive teaching improvement

consultation process,that vas developed at,the former Clinic to

Improve imiversity Teachipg at the University of Massachusetts. The

AnstrUment is' particularly useful for classroom diagnosis and

follow-up measurement of improvement. A college intending to use

TABS. should seek consultation from someone familiir with the "clinic"

process to gain its full benefits. This system is described fully

in the Bergquist and Phillips Handbook for Faculty Development,

Volume II.

5. Instructional Assessment System (IAS).

This set of instruments is described in the Bergquist and

Phillips Handbook for Faculty Development, Volume I. It is a

collection of seven instruments for, different. teaching situations

and raters, for example: self-evaluation, peer evaluation, lecture

courses; studio courses. The materials may be copied directly from

the handbook. No scoring service is available.

54



6. Course Evaluation QUestionnaire (CEQ).

One of.the oldest well-researched computerized. instruments,

CEQcontains 2i "general concept" items about course attitude,

instructional method, course content, student interest and the

_ instructor. It may be used, now, as part of ICES, described above.

Services for using this system are available and more information

o may be obtained from the Office of Instructional Resources, Measure-

ment and Research Division, 307 Engineering Hall, University of

Illinois, Urbana, Illinois 61801.

While most of the instruments described above are relatively easy

to install on a computer or score by hand, andthey are all rather good,.

they are not without problems. Often the campus reaction is negative

because the instrument is simply insTA d without going through the

rigorous process of adoption and pirticularization that tither elements

of an evaiimation process have suffered. Hawever:m4 ..colleges have

inadequate: time or resdurces_ to deVelop their own..forms, have too few
, _

ttrUctors and opportunity to establish reliable norms1I'ind,thus should

consider the use of a pre-packaged system. SiMply remember: campUs

review of the various systems and debate is-Xssentiil.
.

P
e-

One other caveat: complex rating instruments, while popular, are

usually not the most helpful means 6f gatheiing daa to-change a course

plan or make a specific imprOvement in teaching'. FoT.instance asking

students directly, or in wr&ting, at midterm:, "What..eilit I do to improve

this-course next week" maybe much -more useful (if you follow through).
_

For a fuller discus slot.- of the issues involving student appraiial
,

-

Instruments, refer 'to the following sources:

,y2
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APPENDIX 2

A CASE. FOR DIFFERENTIAL EVALUATION

- 7

Differential evaluation allows different units/departments or even
f

individuals to determine the relative importance or weight of various

activities to be evaluated. Not only is this approach different from the

standard practice of evaluation by a college-wide formula, but it requires

thorough consideration of the philosophical implications of allowing

individuals to receive similar rewards (such as.prOmoiion and tenure)
- .

for sometimes signiticantly,different kinds of activity. Using dif-

lerential evaluation, different departments could weight scholarly ac-.

tivity.more heavily than others, or some individual faculty members

ht be evaluated more heavily for thei?work in student advisement

di 'would thei,ti colleaguei. Such an approadh allows for indivIdual
. ,

ifferences and needs,

department.
C

among departments or among faculty within a.

In a hypothetical case, South liege has kdentified the following

sctlivitiee is thine to be evaluated and established ranges of weight for

each:

,
Teaching -- , 40-80 percent, average 60 percent

Advising' - 0-40 percent, average 20 percent

College Service -- 10-20 percent, average 10 percent

Scholarly and Creative Growth 0-20 percent, average 10 percent

Tot-al: 100 permit
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Another college might in ude:advising as part of teaching or

Service, give much-more weight to scholarship, and consider community

service as an additional category. There are obviously many variations

on this pattern, and sometimes'one department might have a category that

no other department In the college has._

Using'Auch(a college-wide guideline, a dean or personnel committee

would negotiate with each department yearly to identify variations on

the college norm necessitated by departmeetal'needs. Department A, for

example,.is undergoing extensive curriculum revision and prqsents a case

3

for all of its faculty to be evaluated less for teaching and more for
g

college service, .since much energy and time would be devoted toNthe

curricular revisi

Activity

College

Norm

Dept; A

0A11 Faculty)(Pr- .

Dept. B

A) (Prof. B) (Prof. C)

Dept. B.

Average Tota:

Teaching 60% 40Z 60% 60%

Advising 20% 20%. 40% 20,%

College

Service 10% 20% 10% 20% 0% l0%

Scholarly

Growth 10% 10% 10% 0% 20% 10%

Totals: 100% 100% I00%- 100% 100% .
rt

100%

In the case of Department B the chair Wished to take into account

individual differences in'circumstances among thefaculty, so she Pro-

posed a differential evaluation among individuals. When averaged, these

58
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. differences conformed to the college norm (ttiough this need not neces-

sarily be the case }. Professor A teaches well, but his. advising skills

are so bad that he has been relieved of that responsibility (and he has

indicated that sometime" during the year he will attend some advising
,0104

skills workshops). Professor B, an excellent advisor, has her teaching

load reduced so that she may handle more adVising; she also serves on

many committees and is willing to take no credit for scholarly growth

this year. Professor C has been relieved of college-wide commitments so

that 'hg can complete his dissertation this year. In this hypothetical

case, the dean assumed that the college would allow individual variations

within the department only if :the average total for the department came

very close to the college norm, so that departments would not veer too

sharply from each other in their performance.

Differential evaluatiOn requires that college-wide norms be develo

and that deans or department heads negotiate with their faculty and

full consider both individual and departmental needs each year. Such a
a

pIocess is _particularly helpful if a college or department begins.to
,

experiment with growth contracts.(see Appendix but is also a way to;
re

work out the natural differences between work assignments among depart-7

meats that occur in almost every college (such as the differences betweeki

the English Departnient, Physical Education and Music).
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APPENDIX 3

GROWTH CONTRACTS

,One of the newer approaches to faculty evaluation and development

is the growth contract. Examples of institutions already using growth

contracts are Gordon College, New College at the ,University of Alabama,

,Ottawa University, Los Medanos College, Columbus College and Austin

College. Here is a process by which individual faculty assess their

professional strengths and those areas they vtish to'improve. They write

a growth contract or plan which is negotiated. or shared with colleagues,

the department head, the dean or a committee. The contract may include a

stipulation of what resources, time or othet support the institution

wilkprovide the individual to-neet the goals. Each year progress on the

growth contract is evaluated. The major evaluation usually occurs at a

midpoint assessment stage apd secondarily-at the end of the contract.
.

Colleges differ widely in the way growth contracts are utilized.

Some 144 them informallras.a supplement tosummative evaluation; for

others.it is the only basis for evaluation. Some require negotiations

with the department head or dean; others encourage sharing with col-

'leagues. Some employ a complex system of'committees for each contract;

others use no formal supervision. Others have offered personal growth or

life planning workshops which culminate in writing of growth plans which

may or may not be "contractual" with the institution.

The Impiortint'pOints about growth.contracti are that they are

developmental, that they allow the individual to determine what will be
/

evaluated,' that they forCe Consideration. of evaluation at beginning

of a.yearor period of years, 'acid. that they are relatively -easy to-
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1.

evaluate. It is not difficult to assess whether or not the person did

what he or she said was going to be done as opposed to assessing 'whether

or not the faculty membei-iX a good teacher or meritorious member of the
U

community. Major problems with growth contracts are that it is difficult

to establiih reasonable expectations the first few times and it is

difficult to achieve compemmbility between individuals' growth.

For further information, See:

Buhl, Lance C. and Greenfield, Adele. "Contracting for Professional
DeVelopment in Academe." Educational Record, 56, (Spring 1975),
-111-121.

Gross, Richard, "Faculty GrowthContractsi" Educational Horizons (Winter
1976),,74-79.

Hodgiinson, Harold L. "Faculty Reward and Assessment Systems." In B.L.
Silth., ed.., The Tenure Debate. San Francisco: Jossey-Bass, 1973.
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